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Angelo Clareno, Wifiress to Saint Francis

Felice Accrocca

"Angelo Clareno, testimone di S. Francesco. Testi sulla Vita del Santo e dei
primi Frati contenuti nell'Expositio Regulae Fratrum Minorum e sconosciuti

alle primitive fonti francescane"

Archizturn Franciscanurn Historicum 81 (1958): 22t-53

Translated by Edward Hagman, O.F.M. Crp.

A ngelo Clareno is a fascinating figure, capable of winning over many

A n"ople, in the past as in the present. Nor does he cease to amaze us. I
L lbegan to learn more about Clareno when I was doing my thesis, and
this proved useful not only as an acquisition of historical knowledge, but also
as a soul's journey, the attainment of inner freedom.

Yet even in the field of historical knowledge I met some pleasant
surprises I did expect when I began my work, such as the one I present in
this srudy, which is focused on the Exposition of tbe Rale, one of Clareno's
major works. These results, which I present to scholars with an invitation to
continue the research together, are meant to be a modest contribution, a

small stone in the large and complex edifice of the Franciscan Question.
Angelo Clareno's commentary on the Rule of the Lesser Brothers,

in which he wishes to show Francis's "true intention" in writing the Rule,r is
worth studying not only for its importance in reconstructing the true
personality and spirituality of Clareno, but also for its relationship to the
oldest Franciscan sources.

The work was written around 132l-1322,2 when the debate over
poverty, which came to a head in 1323 with the buJl Curn inter nonnallos,was

l"...the pure, simple, and final intention that the seraphic man Francis had
in the Rule divrnely inspired by Christ" (Expositio l; see FA:ED III, 817).

2See what Oliger says in his critical introduction to the text (Expositio

t79
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in full swing. The text consists of nvelve chapters in the form of a

commentary on the rwelve chapters of the Later Rule, preceded by a preface
and closing with an epilogue. It is addressed to a certain Brother Thomas,
not further identified.3

It reveals Clareno's great knowledge of the writings of the Fathers,
especially the Greek Fathers,a as well as the Franciscan sources. Ffe was very
proficient in Greek and was the one who introduced John Climacus's Ladder
of Paradise to the West. In addition to the writings of Francis, he is very
familiar with the works of Bonaventure and Thomas of Celano, whom he
cites frequently. Sometimes he states his source, sometimes he cites literally
but without stating his source, and sometimes he cites episodes contained in
those sources but in a non-literal manner. He is also familiar with the
material sent by the companions to Crescentius of Iesi after 1246, which
later, following a course that is far from clear and a history that is still poorly
known, converged in such texts as the Assisi Cornpilation, the Mirror of
Perfection, Ms. Little and the Lemmens Mirror of Perfeaion (Srnaller Version).
Finally, he knows the works of Brother Leo,5 from which he cites many
passages. We also find one literal citation of John of Celano.6 Never

Regulae Fratrum. Minorum,, auctore fr. Angelo Clareno, ed. L. Oliger, Quaracchi,l9l2),
Inroductio, LV-LVIII. I am inclined to agree with him. The same date is also
accepted by E. P6sztor in "Frate Leone testimone di san Francesco" CF 50 (1980),
35-84; p. 48, but see also p. 41.

tsee Expositio l. The following letters are addressed to a cerrain Brother
Thomas: Letter 5 (addressed also to Brotler Francis of Falerone, Brother John of
Bologna and Brother Francis: seeAngeli Clareni Opera I. Epistole, ed. L. VonAuw,
Rome 1980, 2l and note 3); Letter 34 (addressed also to all the brothers of the March
of Ancona and the Kingdom of Naples, to Brother Francis of Mondavio, Brother
John, Brother Francis and Brother Peter, Brotler John and Brother Pace and all
their companions: see Epistole, 173 and note 4); Letter 62 (according to the
manuscript of the Biblioteca Oliveriana: cfr. Epistole, 286). See also L. Von Auw,
Angelo Clareno et les Spirituels italiens, Rome 1979,207-ll.

aThis aspect has been studied particularly by J. Bribomont, L'Expositio
d'Ange Clareno sur la Rigle du Frires Mineurs et la tadition m.onastiqae prirnitiae, in
Lettura delle fonti francescane attraaersl i secoli: il 1400, ed. G. Cardaropoli and M.
Conti, Rome 1981, 389-424; R.G. Musto, "Angelo Clareno, O.F.M. : Fourteenth
Century Translator of the Greek Fathers. An Introduction and a Checklist of
Manuscripts and Printings of his Scala Paradisi," inAFH 76 (1983) 215-38;589-645.

sSee especially, Expositio 44-48; 126-30.
6"Brother 

John of Celano writes concerning blessed Francis: 'He detested
those in the Order who dressed in three layers of clothing or who wore soft clothes
without necessity, and he declared that to keep the flesh warm with three layers of
soft clothes was a sign of a spirit extinguished in the soul."' (fupoitio 65-66). The
first part of this citation, up to the words "without necessity," is also found in2C 69.
Clareno cites John of Celano again in the History of tbe Seaen Tribulations, 9 rnd 20
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mentioned or cited in our text-and this seems to us ^ 
very important

sfsrnsnl-21s the Legend of the Tbree Corupanions or the Anonymous of
Perugia. Finally, Clareno is familiar with the works of Hugh of Digne
(Exposition of tbe Rule and Tlte Ends of Pouerty) and the commentaries on the
Ruleby the Four Masters and PeterJohn Olivi.

fu I read and studied Clareno's text, the conviction arose and

gradually began to grow in me that Clareno uses sources still unknown to
us, the extent to which we cannot exactly say.

Various loghia or episodes that he cites are without parallel in the
Franciscan sources. We must immediately explain that Clareno is quite
faithful to his sources and respectful of them,7 whether he is borrowing from
Thomas of Celano or Bonaventure, or from the texts attributed to Brother
Leo or others that came together in the so-called unofficial compilations:
the Assisi Compilation, the Mimor 0f Perfection, the Mirror of Perfection
(Srnaller Version), Ms. Linle. While we do find in him an editorial process by
which he takes from Francis's life those episodes and sayings more suited to
his plan and his vision of the saint's personality, this is legitimate and normal
in all historians. He also takes certain liberties, amplifiring a text or skipping
parts of it, as he does when he tells of the meeting between Francis and

(Cbronicon seu Historia septen tibulationurn Ordinis Minoram, ed. A. Ghinato, Rome
1959); the episode cited on p. 20 is also found in lC 47. Finally he cites him in his
letters; see Ltttr 30: "In order that it be observed perfecdy, Christ called and chose

Francis in these last times and commanded him to adopt the gospel Rule, and it was

announced to all by Pope Innocent, in general assembly, that by his authority and
obedience Saint Francis had adopted the gospel life and Rule and, inspired by Christ,
had promised to observe it, as the holy man Brother Leo writes and BrotherJohn of
Celano" (Epistole 162).In our opinion, the story of this figure remains to be studied.
The citatiohs attributed to him and contained in the works of Thomas of Celano can

be explained as an erroneous attribution on the part of Clareno, but also by the-fact
thatJbhn himself drew from the works of Thomas, or else both of them drew from
common sources. But it is hard to explain the reference to John of Celano in the
Epistole by suggesting, here too, an error on Celano's part-in other w-ords, that he

says John insiead ofTho-rs-since in Celano's works, which Clareno knew well,
rhere is no mention of the approval of the Rule by Innocent III in 1215. We have
examined the presence of this information about the approval of 1215 in the
Franciscan souri.s in our article, "Angelo Clareno e la Regola francescana. Analisi
del Proemio e del Primo Capitolo dellT,xpositio Regulae Fratrum Minorum," which
is being published. Both Bernard of Besse, in the Liber de Laudibus beati Francisci, in
AF III;666,^s well as Ms. Parigino 12707, cf. M. Michalczyk, "I-fne Compilation
Parisienne des sources primitiveJfranciscaines, Paris, Nationale, ms. latin 12707," in
AFH 76 (1983) 27, aitibtte to John a life of Saint Francis entitled Quasi stella

mntutina. Bernard describes John as a "notary of the Apostolic See," while Ms.
Parigino 12707 calls him a "protonot^ry."

TSee our study, "Angelo Clareno e la Regola francescana."
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fnnocent III or the vision of the statue of Nebuchadnezzar.s But he never
invents or makes up episodes or sayings. Thus we think we can say that
Clareno never attributes to Saint Francis episodes or words of his own
creation. His idea of the saint and his regard for him are too great, he has

suffered too much to remain faithful to him that he could then betray him
by giving false testimony about him.

Thus, if he cites these episodes and these sayings, we can reasonably
presume that he knew sources in which these episodes and sayings were
contained and which we, in our present state of knowledge, no longer know
anything about.

There are sufEcient grounds for this hypothesis if we recall that the
Chapter of 1266 ordered all lives of Saint Francis then in circulation to be
destroyed, except for Saint Bonaventurc's Major Legend, considered to be the
Order's single official biography. fu a result, some biographies were
gradually lost or ended up at the bottom of some archive, from which we do
not know if or when they will be retrieved, either by chance or through the
diligence of some scholar.e

sSee Expositio, 13-14 and 73-76. We have examined Francis's meeting with
Innocent III in "Angelo Clareno e la Regola francescana"l on the use of the image of
the statue of Nebuchrdnezzar in Franciscan literature, see E. Pisztor, "S. Francesco
e l'espansione del francescanesimo: coscienza storica e problemi emergenti," in Il
Francescanesimo in Laru.bardia, Milan 1983, 9-L5, part. 12-15.

'4. Marini, studying tJrre Vita, has emphasized the existence of "a still
unknown Latin source by following its earliest traces in other compilations. What is
this source? What is its relationship to the famous documents sent by the
companions to Crescentius of Iesi in 1246? These are questions to which no answer
can be given but which certainly prompt us again to a deeper study of the Franciscan
sources, including those that at first glance seem to be of very litde interest" ("La
Vita del plaerl et humile serzto di Dio Francesco e le fonti francescane del Due e

Trecento," in AFH 75 |982) 302). In a note Marini points out: "In the introduction
to some pages of the Chronicle, in Fonti francescane, fusisi 1977, p. 1738, F. Oligiati
repeats Minocchi's thesis which maintains that the Vita (what Minocchi calls the
Leggenda antica) is the translation of a Latin legend, which in turn is the source of
Clareno's Prohgue rnd First Tribulatian I stress (see Marini, Una fonte italiana, pp. 9-
l1) that this hypothesis is to be rejected, since in the parts they have in common the
Vita depends on the Cbronicle; what can be clearly seen in our legend is the existence
of an unknown source used by the anonymous author along witb the others.I wish to
make it clear that in searching for this source I did not wish to try to reconstruct the
famous 'flowers' sent by the three companions to Crescentius of Iesi along with the
equally famous lefter, for any attempt to reconstruct this text would be doomed to
failure. I wanted only to highlight an unknown tradition, not used by the best known
Franciscan legends. Perhaps it is a well-organized text, or perhaps it is rambling
testimonies that appeared in the Vita and other fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
compilations. For some of these testimonies we can certainly go back to early texts;
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1. Clareno and his sources: analysis of a corpus of Leonine texts
It is an established fact that Clareno had available written sources

from which to draw texts and data. The many literal citations in his work
clearly prove this. But these sources, although similar, are not always the
same ones from which other compilers also drew. We can show this by
analyzing briefly a corpus of Leonine texts cited by Clareno in the sixth
chapter of the fuposition of the Rule of the Lesser Brotbers (pp. 126-30). These
same texts have already been the subject of a careful in-depth study by
Professor Edith P6sztor.r0 We shall limit ourselves to citing the content of
the texts, using only Pisztor's summary headings and attempting to
highlight the differences that emerge from a comparison berween the
Leonine texts cited by Clareno and the parallel texts present in the other
sources.ll

likewise, the significance of the passages would have to be weighed against the
testimony of Brother Leo."

lo"Frate Leone testimone di san Francesco." In this wide-ranging study,
noteworthy for its philological rigor, the figure of Brother Leo and his re-utilizrtton
in Spiritual circles are placed in the historical framework of the relationships
berween Community and Spirituals and in the climate generated by the eschatological
tension created in the transition from the thirteenth to the fourteenth century.
Considered next are the Leonine texts: five passages from Chapter VI of Angelo
Clareno's Expoition of tbe Rule and four from Chapter V of Ubertino of Carsale's Tree
0f Lrft of the Crucified Jesas. Then, after some premises of a chronological and
historical nature, the content of the individual passages is examined and related to
the parallel texts contained in the other Franciscan sources: the,4ssii Compilation, rhe
Mirror of Perfection, the Mirror of Perfection (Smaller Version) and Ms. Little. After an
analysis of Ms. Isidoriano, P6sztor concludes: "The two collections that Lemmens
published in part and tampered with lthe Intentio Regulae and the Wrba Franciscf crn
in no way be regarded as the original Leonine writings, but only a compilation in
which were transcribed, besides the rwo passages bearing the testimonial seal of the
We, nttmerous other texts attributed by various traditions to Brother Leo. In any
case, tlese rwo collections are certainly not the source from which the compiler of
the Legend of Perugia drew his material" (p. 83).

rrWe present a table showing the agreement of these texts with the sources,
based on the one given in "Frate Leone," 79:

Leonine texts Assisi Compilation Mirror of Perfection Ms. Little
I 15 12 86

IIt61387
m t7 1 8r (r44)
rv 18 68 ll+
v 20 50 105

fu Pdsztor already pointed out, "the first observation concerns tfre Legend of Perugia

[which I cite as the Assisi Compilationl and the arrangement of the passages in it. It
corresponds to the division into two groups that we have already found in comparing
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Leonine text I speaks of real poverty and voluntary poverty.t2 The
words spoken by Francis are the same as those contained in the Assisi
Compilation 15. This wording, with a few minor differences, is also contained
in Ms. Isidoriano.t3 The Mimor of Perfeaion 12 and Ms. Linle 86 give the same
text a different wording, although they are very similar to each other.ra

Leonine text II speaks of Francis's poverty and charisma.rs The
same text is contained in the Assisi Cornpilation 16, the Mirror of Perfeaion 13,
Ms. Linle 87 and in Ms. Isidoriano.t6 The wording of the Assisi Compilation 16
and Ms. Isidorinno is identical, Ms. Linle 87 is incomplete, while the wording
of Mirror of Perfection 13 differs on some points (for one thing Christ's

rhe Expoitian of the Rule and the Tree of Life, and which is also present in Ms.
Isidoriano, although it groups the last texts differendy M-IX, which have nothing to
do with our study.] The compilers of the Mirror of Perfection and Ms. Little use the
I.eonine passages in the context of the structure they impose on their work, no
longer respecting the existence of the two groups, which confirms that they are more
recent than the Legend. of Perugia. The complex nature of Ms. Little, which in the
second group of passages follows rhe Legend. of Perugia, also stands out" (Ibid. 79-80).

l2"Saint Francis wished the brothers to beware especially of receiving or
asking for anything that exceeded the limits of the poverry they had promised. For
this reason blessed Francis often said these words to the brothers, 'I have never been
a thief, that is, of alms, which are the inheritance of the poor; I always took less than
my due, so that I might not defraud the other poor of their portion, because whoever
would do the contrary would be a thief" (Expoitio 126; FA:ED III, 820. See "Frate
Leone," 50-53).

tr3uDocum.enta Antiqaa Franciscana I, 100.

Mirror of Perfection 12 Ms. Linh 86

Blessed Francis often said these words to Blessed Francis often said these words to
his brothers: "f have never been a thiel his brothers: "I have never been a thief in
that is, in regard to alms, acquiring or acquiring alms or using them beyond
using them beyond necessity. I always necessity." But always less than his
took less than I needed, so that other portion, for if he had acted otherwise he
poor people would not be cheated of would have been a thief.
their portion. To act otherwise would be
theft."

r5"\ /hen the brother ministers urged him to allow the brothers to have
something at least in common, so that such L great number would have some
resources, Saint Francis called upon Christ in prayer and consulted him about this.
Christ immediately responded to him he did not wish to because he himself wanted
to take care of them, and that he would take away everything held individually or in
common, saylng that this is his family for whom he was always ready to provide, no
matter how much it might grow, and he would always cherish it as long as it would
put its hope in him" (Expositio 126-27; see "Frate Leone," 53-55.

t6Docum.enta Antiqua Franciscana I, 101.
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words are given in direct discourse). The wording of Clareno's text is
equivalent to the Assisi Compilation 16 and Ms. Isidoriano, with two additions.
Speaking of the great number of brothers, Clareno explains that they "were
coming together for the chapters," a detail proper to Clareno seeing that it
is missing in the Mirror of Perfeaion and Ms. Linle. In citing Christ's
response, Clareno adds that Christ answered him that "he did not wish to,
because he himselfwanted to take care of them...."r7

Leonine text III speaks of Francis, the ministers and the Rule.'8 The
same text is contained in the Assisi Compilation t7 , the Mirror of Perfection l,

rTWe present in parallel the texts of rhe Assisi Compilation and the Mirror of
Perfection, which should also be compared with the text of Clareno given in n. 15
above.

Assisi Cwrpilation 16

When the brother ministers urged him
to allow the brothers to have something
at least in common, so that such a great
number would have some resources,
Saint Francis called upon Christ in
prayer and consulted him about this.
Christ immediately responded that he
would take away everything held
individually or in common, saying that
this is his family for whom he was always
ready to provide, no matter how much it
might grow, and he would always
cherish it as long as it would put its hope
in him.

Mimor of Perfection 13

When the brother ministers urged him
to allow the brothers something at least
in common, so that such a great number
would have some resources, blessed
Francis called upon Christ in prayer and
consulted him about this. Christ
immediately responded to him, saying:
"I will take 

^way 
everything held

individually or in common. I will always
be ready to provide for this family, no
matter how much it might grow, and I
will always cherish it as long as it will put
its hope in me."

r8"When blessed Francis was on a mountain with Brother Leo of fusisi and
Brother Bonizo of Bologna to make rhe Rule-because the one he had written at
Christ's instruction, was lost-^ great many ministers gathered around Brother Elias,
who was the vicar of Saint Francis, and said: 'We heard that Brother Francis is
making a new rule, and we fear that he will make it so harsh that we will not be able
to observe it. We want you to go to him and tell him that we refuse to be bound to
thatRule. Let him make it for himself and not for us.'

"Brother Elias replied to them that he did not want to go because he feared
the rebuke of Brother Francis. When they insisted that he go, he said that he refused
to go without tlem; so they all went.

"When Brother Elias, with those ministers, was near the place where
blessed Francis was staying, he called him. Blessed Francis responded and, seeing
those ministers, he said: 'What do these brothers want?' 'These are ministers,'
Brother Elias answered, 'who heard that you are making a new rule. They fear that
you are making it very harsh, and they say, and say publicly, that they refuse to be
bound by it. Make it for yourself and not for them.'

"Then blessed Francis turned his face to heaven and spoke to Christ: 'Lord!
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Ms. Little 81 (1,14), and in Ms. Isidoriano.te Ms. Little is incomplete, but the
Assisi Compilation, the Mirror of Perfeaion, and Ms. Isidoriano gSve the text the
same wording as Clareno's Expositio, .trth some differences. All speak of an
earlier Rule that was lost, but while Clareno says "since it had been lost" and
Ms. Isidoriano "which had been lost," the Assisi Compilation s^ys, "since the

first one [emphasis mine] had been lost." The Mirror of Perfection, after an
introduction that is lacking in the other texts (we find it added arbitrarily to
the beginning of the compilation, which the editor of Ms. Isidoriano
attributes to Brother Leo20), says that the Rule in question was written after
the second one had been lost.2r A separate discussion is called for in the case

of Ms. Linle, which is incomplete and initially reminds us of a wording
similar to that of the Mirror of Perfeaion.

But Ms. Linle also touches on this point in another place. Ms. Linle
144, which contains the same text, explicidy says that the Rule in question is
the second, thus agreeing with the Assisi Compilatinn as well as Clareno's
Expositio and Ms. Isidoriano. tJnfortunately this text too seems to be
incomplete, directing the reader's attention to another place, probably Ms.
Linle 81, at which we have already looked. Most likely what we have is two
traditions of a single Leonine text, both of which found their way into the
same compilation, and so the editor tries in this way to combine them22

Didn't I tell you they wouldn't believe me?'The voice of Christ was then heard in
the air, sayrng 'Francis, nothing of yours is in the Rule: whatever is there is all mine.
And I want the Rule observed in this way: to the letter, to the letter, to the letter, and
without a gloss.'And he added: 'I know how much human weakness is capable of,
and how much I want to help them. Those who refuse to observe it should leave the
Order.' Then blessed Francis turned to the brothers and said to them: 'Did you
hear? Did you hear? Do you want me to have you told again?' Then the ministers,
confused and blaming themselves, departed" (Expositio 127-28. See "Frate Leone,"
ss-61).

teDontmenta Antiqua Franciscana I, 101-03.
20"Brother Francis made three rules, namely the one which Pope Innocent

confirmed for him orally; afterwards he made another shorter one, and this was lost;
after that he made the one that Pope Honorius confirmed by bull. Many things were
removed from this rule by the ministers, contrary to the will of blessed Francis"
(lMP l). This text, found in the Lemmens edition (see Doru.menta Antiqua
Franciscana I, 83) is missing in IVk. Isidoriano. Lemmens himself arbitrarily added it.
See "Frate Leone," p. 60, n. 56, and p. 77 , n.88.

2l"After the second rule which blessed Francis wrote had been lost" (2MP
1).

22"Tlte second tim.e he receiaed. tbe rule from the rnoutb of Christ in the same form.
as the first, becaase the first had been lost througb carelesmess, so that in tbis he migbt be

likened to Moses erc. When blessed Francis was on the same mountain with Brother
Leo of fusisi and Brother Bonizo to make the second rule etc. See the rest in the first
chapter above" (IuIs. Little 144).
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In analyzing text III we must note another difference based on a

comparison of the texts. In the conversation berween Francis and Christ,
according to the Expositio and the Mirror of Perfection it is Francis whom the
brothers did not believe, whereas according to the Assisi Cornpilatio and IW.
Isidorinno the sin of unbelief is committed against Christ himself.23

A final comment: speaking of the objections raised at first by
Brother Elias, the Mirror of Perfection is much more concise than the other
texts, sayrng only that he did not want to go without the other ministers, and
remaining silent about the reasons for his refusal, namely, his fear of being
rebuked by Francis.2l

Leonine text fV speaks of Franciscanism as representing innovation
rather than continuity.2s The same text is also found in the Assisi Corupilation
20, the Mirror of Perfection 68,lVIs. Linle 114, and'in Ms. Isidoriano. Ms. Linle
is incomplete, but the Expositio, the Assisi Corupilation, rnd IVIs. Isidorianl arre

in substantial agreement. The only difference of some importance is that

23"Lord! Didn't I tell you they wouldn't believe me?" (Expoitio 128). See

2MP [, AC 17, Ms. Isid.oriano (Documenta Antiqua Franciscanal, 102) where we find
"yor" instead of "me."

24"Brother Elias replied to them that he did not want to go without them;
so they all went together" (2MP 1). Clareno's text says: "Brother Elias replied to
them that he did not want to go because he feared the rebuke of blessed Francis.
When they insisted that he go, he said that he refused to go without them; so they all
went together" (Expoitio 127). The , ssii Cornpilation and NIs. Isidoriano have the
same reading as Clareno; see AC l7 and Docun enta Antiqua Franciscana I, 102.

25"'\ry'hen blessed Francis was at Saint M"ry of the Portiuncula for the
general chapter known as the Chapter of Mats, there were five thousand brothers
present. Many wise and learned brothers went to the Lord Cardinal, who later
became Pope Gregory, who was present at the chapter, and told him that he should
persuade blessed Francis to follow the advice of those same wise brothers and allow
himself to be guided by them for the time being. They cited the Rule of blessed
Benedict, of blessed Augustine, and of blessed Bernard, which teach how to live in
such order in such tway.

"Then blessed Francis, on hearing the cardinal's advice about this, took
him by the hand and led him to the brothers assembled in chapter, and spoke to the
brothers in this way: 'My brothers! My brothers! God has called me by the way of
simplicity and showed me the way of simplicity. I do not want you to mention to me
rny Rah, whether of Saint Augustine, or of Saint Bernard, or of Saint Benedict. And
the Lord told me what he wanted: he wanted me to be a new fool in the world. The
Lord did not wish to lead us by any way other than this knowledge, but God will
confound you by your knowledge and wisdom. But I trust in the Lord's police that
through them he will punish you, and you will return to your state, to your blame,
like it or not"' (Expoitio 128-29; see "Frate Leone," 6l-62.
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Ms. Isidoriano tells us that the chapter was held in fusisi, but it does not
mention the Portiuncula.26

We find additions of some importance in the Mirror of Perfection.zT
First of all, it tells us why the chapter in question was called the Chapter of
Mats. It cites the ministers'words to Cardinal Hugolino in direct discourse;
it emphasizes that Francis spoke to the brothers "in the fervor and power of
the Holy Spirit;" it adds some words to Francis's address; speaking of
himself, he says that ew pact lpaaumf," unlike the
other texts where he is called a "new fool fpagas)," that is to say, the author
of a new, though evangelical, folly.

Leonine text V speaks of the rejection of papal privileges.28 The
same text is found in the Assisi Compilation 20, in the Mirror of Perfenion 50,

26See Docurnena Antiqua Franciscanal, 103.
27The distinctive features of the text are italicized: "When blessed Francis

y1s a Saint M^ry of the Porituncula for the general chapter known as the Chapter of
Mats because the only dwellings tbere were mnde of rush-rnats, there were five thousand
brothers present. Many wise and learned brothers went to the Lord of Ostia, who
was there and told him: 'Lord, we want you to persuade Brother Francis to follow
the advice of the wise brothers and allow himself to be guided by them.' They cited
the Rule of blessed Benedict, blessed Augustine, and blessed Bernard, which teach
how to live in such order in such awa,y.

"The cardinal related everything to blessed Francis, grving him some advice
as welI. Then blessed Francis took him by the hand, salnng nothing, and led him to
the brothers assembled in chapter, and spoke to the brotheis in the fentor and pmter of
the Holy Spirit:'My brothers! My brothers! God has called me by the way of
simplicity and humility, and has tru.ly shown me this way for me for tbose who want to
trux and iruitote me. Thercfore I do not want you to mention to me any Rule,
whether of Saint Augustine, or of Saint Bernard, or of Saint Benedict, or any otber
way or form of life except the one that the Lord in his mercy has shmtn and giaen to me. And
the Lord told me what he wanted: he wanted me to be a new pacr in -this 

world. God
did not wish to lead us by any way other than this knowledge, but God will confound
you by your knowledge and wisdom. But I trust in the Lord's police that through
them God will punish you, and you will return to your status, with your blame, like it
or not"' (2MP 68).

28"Some of the brothers told blessed Francis: 'Father, don't you see that
sometimes bishops do not permit us to preach, making us remain idle in an area for
many days before we can preach to the people? It would be better if you arranged for
the brothers to get a privilege from the Pope to preach freely: it would be the
salvation of souls."

"He answered them with a stern rebuke, telling them: 'You, Lesser
Brothers, you do not know the will of God, and will not allow me to convert and
edifu the whole world as God wills. For the will of God is what I want: through
humility and patience and good works and reverence to edify the people and convert
the prelates. Then, when they see our holy life and humility and subjection and
reverence for them, they will ask you to preach and convert the people. These will
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in Ms. Linle, and in NIs. Isidoriano.2e Nk. Little is incomplete, but the Mirror
of Perfeaion and Ms. Isidorianr agree with Clareno's Expositio, while the Assisi
Compilation shows various omissions.3o Ms. Isidoriano concludes with 

^citation of tfbertino, who recalls the quality of Brother Leo's testimony.rr

Let us give a schematic table of what we have said about the
similarities and differences between the texts, in order to summarize a

discussion that might seem disorganized:

attract the people to preaching far better than the privileges you want, which would
lead you to pride. And if you are free of all avarice, and lead the people to give the
churches their due, and reverence and honor prelates and clerics, th"y will ask you to
hear the confessions of their people. Although you should not be concerned about
this, for if they are converted, they will easily find confessors.

"'For my part, I want only this privilege from the Lord: never to have any
privilege from any human being, except to be subject to all and to show reverence to
all, and, by the observance and obedience of the holy Rule, to convert everyone more
by good example than by word"' (Expositio,129-30).

zeDocum,enta Antiqaa Franciscana I, 105-06.
lolt spealis of a privilege "to preach freely" but does not explain; it speala of

wanting first to convert the prelates to benevolence toward the Order, without
mentioning edification of the people; the people should be urged to pay tithes, but it
does not speak of teaching them to reverence and honor the prelates. These are the
most important omissions.

"Some of the brothers told blessed Francis: 'Father, don't you see that
sometimes bishops do not permit us to preach, allowing us to remain idle in an area
for many days before we can preach to the people? It would be better if you managed
that the brothers get a privilege from the Lord Pope: it would be the salvation of
souls.

"He answered them with a stern rebuke, telling them: 'You, Lesser
Brothers, you do not know the will of God, and will not allow me to convert the
whole world as God wills. For I want to convert the prelates first by humility and
reverence. Then, when they see your holy life and your reverence for them, theywill
ask you to preach and convert the people. These will attract the people to you far
better than the privileges you want, which would lead you to pride. And if you are
free of all avarice, and lead the people to give the churches their due, they will ask
you to hear the confessions of their people. Although you should not be concerned
about this, for if they are converted, they will easily find confessors.

"'For my part, I want only this privilege from the Lord: not to have any
privilege from any human being, except to show reverence to all, and, by the
obedience of the holy Rule, to convert everyone more by example than by word"'
(AC 20).

stSee Docum.enta Antiqua Franciscana I, 106. The text of lfbertino is
contained in the Responsio of 1310, see ALKG III, p. 53. The same text is given in
ttFrate Leoner" 46.
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Leanine tetct L*isi Compilatian 15; fupoition, p. 126; M* Iid,oriano;

Mirror of Perfection L2; Ms. Liuh 86

Leonine text ll4sii Caru.pilation 16; Expoitio, pp. 126-27; Ms. Iidariano;
Mirror of Perfeoion 13

Leonine text III Assisi Cornpilation 17; Mimor of Perfection l; Erpoitio,pp.l2T-28
Ms. Litth 81 (14a); Ml lidoriano

Leonine terct IV ,4ssii Campilation 18; Expositio, pp. t28-29; Ms. Iid.oriano;

Mirror of Perfection 68

Leonine tetct V Mirror of Perfection 50; Expoitio, pp. 129-30; Ms. Iidoriano;
,4snn Cm.pilation20

Clareno follows the order of the texts and their wording according
to the version cited by the Assisi Cornpilation andby Ms. Isidoriano, unlike the
Mirror of Perfeaion and Ms. Linle. This shows, in accord with what Pfsztor
already said,32 the priority of the Assisi Compilation tvirh respect to the Mirror
of Perfection and IW. Linle.

Can we then hypothesize that Clareno drew from one of these two
sources? We do not think this is possible. In fact, as we have seen, Leonine
text V as found in the Assisi Compilatioz shows various omissions when
compared to the text given by Clareno. There would be no explanation as to
why Clareno, who seemingly followed the Assisi Compilation for the first four
texts, felt the need to add anything to the last text. fu for Ms. Isidoriano, we
should note that the editor of this compilation attributes to Brother Leo all
the sayings contained in it. But Clareno, while he agrees with Ms. Isidoriano

in attributing to Brother Leo all five texts we have considered, cites in his
commentary other texts contained in Ms. Isidoriano without attributing them
to Brother Leo, as does the latter compilation.rr Besides, as P6sztor has

pointed out, Clareno "seems to work either with cedule or on a body of
material where the Leonine texts are separated from one another, because

this is also their form in the Expositio: it is Clareno who establishes a link
beween them with 'Et subdit,' 'Et infert,' 'Et addicit,' referring always to
Brother Leo."34 Therefore, he cannot be looking at the text of. Ms. Isidoriano,

which presents itself as an already-organized compilation.

Clareno must have had available his own sources from which to
draw the same texts present also in the other compilations. On the other
hand, tlbertino himself in his Declaratio can say several times, without fear

32See "Frate Leone," 79-80. This text has already been cited in n. 11 above.

'lSee Expoitiolll, where there occurs a passage contained in Ms. Isidoriano
(Docum.enta Antiqua Franciscana I, 91); also in the Mirror of Perfeaion (Sm.aller Wrion)
7; the ,4ssisi Com.pilation 103; the Mirror of Perfeaion 73; Ms. Little 150. See also

"Frate Leone," 80-81.
34"Frate Leoner" 48.
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of being proven wrong-and to think that he said this at a time of intense

controversy!-that he has before him the so-called scrolls of Brother Leo.3s

What was possible for Ubertino (the possession of documentary material)
could also have been possible for Clareno. And so it is likely that among his

sources he could also have had texts that are unknown to us today, in our
present state of knowledge.

2. Texts from Clareno on the life of Francis

We shall try to justify this conviction by listing the sayings and

episodes from the life of Francis and the first brothers cited by Clareno and

unknown to the other Franciscan sources.

Text I reporcs a dictum of Francis who used to say that God wanted

the brothers to be called lesser ones, since they should show themselves to
be below all by humility of heart, of speech, deeds, and habit. They should
always be humble and poor, never becoming greater in the Church, desiring
only an ever greater and deeper humility.s6

The introductory words, "Saint Francis used to say," are often used

in the sources when they want to cite a teaching of Francis. The text is
situated within a broader context of citations, faithfully reported by Clareno,
where the saint explains the reason for the name "Lesser Brothers" and what
that name implies for the life of the brothers.sT All of this makes us think
that he wants to add another text to those already cited.

l5l-fbertino makes this statement several times in his Declaratio cuntra

falitates datas per fr. Raymandarn procaratorern et Bonngratiam de Bergarno et socioramz
i'Everything ii i"iaent in his ixpressed words, which -were solemnly wrl-tt9n
do*n...by -the holy man Leo, his companion, in the took found in the chest of the
brothers in fusisi and in his scrolls, *[ich I have before me, wriften by the hand of
the same Brother Leo" (ALKG III, p. 168). And again: "All these things were
written by the hand of Brother Leo in-the book which is in fusisi and in the scrolls

that we have" (Ibid. 178). These texts were already pointed out by M. Bigaroni in his

Introdu,ctio" @).)O(WD to the Asii Compilation I point out again-that these

statements ofUbertino were never disavowed by the Communitlr, even though they
were made in a highly polemical setting.

l6"Therefore Saint Francis used to say that for this reason God wanted
them to be called Lesser Brothers, because they should show themselves to be below
all by humility of heart, of speech, of external deed and habit and more humble and

pooi"r, and never presume io be greater ones in the C[r1c!rr-by1{ways seek and

ihirrt for the depthi of greater humility" (Expoitio t 7; FA:ED III, 818).
37For the introductory formula "Saint Francis used to say," see AC 102;

2MP 3; AC 103 is cited in Expoitio 8; 2MP 73 is cited in Expositio ll1. The text in
question is preceded by another, from Brother Leo. See Expositio 16, p^resent also in
AC tOt, 2MP 26, and-Ms. Iidariano (Docamenta Antiqua FranciscanaI, 34-85). I have

examined this text in "Angelo Clareno e la Regola francescana.".

191
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Clareno could actually have found material to construct this logbion
in the writings of Francis,r8 Thomas of Celano,se and Bonaventure.{ Similar
formulations are also found in the Assisi Compilation, the Mirror of perfeaion,
and the Mirror of Perfection (Smaller Wrsion).ar Clareno did not have to
create a new text, since the sources already provided him with abundant
material. It is very likely, then, that the text in question was borrowed from a
specific source, but one whose origin and nature we do not know.

Text II cites Francis's reply to some brothers who were asking him
to encourage a, simple man of modest life to enter the Order. Francis
replied: "Brothers, it is not for me or for you to induce anyone to take on
our life; but it is for us to preach penance to all by the example of our deeds
and words, and to attract all to the love and service of Christ and hatred and
contempt of the world. It is for the Lord himself, who alone knows what
people need, to choose and call to this life those he makes suitable, and to
whom he will give the Brace of taking it on and observing it.,,42

This is a very beautiful text in which Francis reaffirms that freedom
is an essential element in his brotherhood. In a family where all are brothers,
no one can be compelled or induced by external pressure to make a decision
to embrace a particular form of life. AII must be able to acr with the greatest
freedom and without coercion. At the same time there re-emerges the
awareness he had, and tried to convey to the brothers, of his own
responsibility and duty to appear to all as an example, able in that way to
arouse conversion in the people with whom he came into contact.

And so the personality of Francis that emerges is in harmony with
that left us by the testimony of the companions.as

38See LR II, l6; ER VI, 3; VII, 2;II,14; see also Test 19.
reSee lC 38;2C 145 and 148.
{See LMiVI, 5: LMn II, 2.
ar(Francis is speaking): "For this reason let them be called Lesser Brothers

because, in name as well as example and deed, they should be humbler than all other
people of this world" (AC 58); the same text is also found in 2MP l0 and IMP 30.
"My lord, my brothers are called 'lesser' precisely so they will not presume to
become 'greater"' (AC a9); the same text is also contained in ZIvIP 43; Z-C t4g. See
also AC 9 and 97;ZIvTP 44 and 23; lMP 12 and2.

+zExpositio 50; FA:ED III, 818.
a3At the end of his long and thorough analysis of the passages that appear

with the testimonial formula, "We who were with him," R. Manselli aila: "But which
Francis emerges from these testimonies?

First of all, he is a brother among brothers, aware of having received from
God a supremely important mission. He is also aware of fis tremendous
rysponsibifity {or those who, in their desire to follow his example, have joined him.
The fact that he wanted to be the founder of a fraternity rathei than the head of an
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Clareno cites this episode in order to show how Francis lived in his
own life what was written in the Rule,# thus providing a key to the
interpretation of the text. The words with which he recounts the event are
very concise.as Perhaps we can argue from this that he is speaking of an
incident that was quite well known, at least in the circles for whom he is
writing. Therefore, we do not seem to be looking at something constructed
by Clareno.

Text III deals with the appeal of the brothers to Gregory IXft to
change the recitation of the Divine Office and what they did following the
pope's reply.

First of all, the brothers present themselves to the pope to ask for a

privilege. This is already contrary to the will of Francis, who had ordered
that on no account should they ask for privileges of any kind from the Holy
See.a7 The pope asked them to maintain the recitation of the Office in
accord with the custom of the Church, saying: "ff you want to say the Office
of the Church without shortening it, I will command all religious, except the
Canons Regular and the Benedictine monks, to say your office." But they
refused to agree and continued to ask that their Office be shortened.

order becomes especially important in this regard. It is no accident that the
companions record the precise detail that he resigned from all offices because he
desired to be subject to the authority of the superiors. Only in this way could he be
on the same level as those he considered his brothers. But, at the same time, this was
why he felt he had to give special example. For him, to fulfill a series of legal
prescriptions, such as the Rule, was less important than to live the life of Christ,
expressed in free, yet total clinging to Christ himself in his humanity, as in his
suffering and poverty." "Nos qui cunr, eo fuimus." Contributo alla questione francescana,
Rome 1980, pp.256-57 [English trans. GR l4:Supplement, 177].

4He repors this episode immediately after citing LR II, l.
45"To his brothers who were asking him to encourage a certain man who

lived modesdy to enter the religion, Saint Francis repIied..." (Expositio 50).
ft"Now when the brothers asked Pope Gregory, who loved the Order very

much, for a privilege about this, he, for their own edification and that of others,
aftempted to convince them by pious exhortations to keep the Office of the Church
unchanged, sayrng to them, 'Brother, if you want to say the Office of the Church
without shortening it,I will command all the religious who are in the Church, except
the Canons Regular and the monks of Saint Benedict, to say your Office.' But the
brothers refused to agree, and with pressing requests begged for the privilege of
leaving out the 'suffrages of the Saints' at Matins and Vespers, both on feasts and on
ferial days and the "Flave mercy on me, God' at Matins on ferial days, and the
'Gradual Canticle' during the Advent of the Lord and shortening the litanies"
(Expositio 88; FA:ED III, 819-20).

aTSee Test 25.
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Not only are the brothers doing something contrary to the will of
Francis; they are openly disobeying the pope ("They refused to agree"a8).
Moreover, their behavior reveals a great spiritual relaxation. It is a very
serious act and an attihrde that indicates great moral decadence. Gregory IX,
however, does not seem to fully grasp the glaring discrepancy berween what
these brothers are doing and Francis's most unusual desire, even though the
pope is said to have greatly loved the Franciscan Order. fu has already been
noted, "Ffe is a person who undoubtedly favors Francis and his religio, but he
does not have a good knowledge of the essence of Franciscanism."ae

Clareno relates this episode after recalling that to ask privileges of
the Church for shortening or changing the Office, even if the Church grants
them, is contrary to the purity of the Rule.s0 Immediately after this episode,
he mentions another that took place in the papal court at Avignon, when the
brothers presented themselves to some prelates and to the senior cardinal,
saylng that the Roman Church had acknowledged their ordinary.st These
are two episodes that, much later, show the same intent on the part of the
brothers. Here again, given the entire context, it seems hard to imagine that
Clareno is constructing his source.

Text fV is a loghion of Francis.s2 The saint says that every disciple
must look upon Christ and his cross, and be strengthened in spirit running
after him by the straight and narrow \ilay, not only far from love and the
possession of earthly things, but also completely forgetful of them, so that
he might be admitted into the inheritance of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
who humbled himself for us, becoming obedient unto death, and to death
on a cross.

+8" Noluetant fratres ei ass entire."
4eE. Pisztor, "San Francesco e il cardinale Ugoline nella 'questione

francescana,"'in CF 46 (1976) 217.
50"To insistendy beg the Church to shorten and change the Office, even if

the Church grants it, is not in accord with the purity of the Rule" (Expoitio 88).
srSee Expoitio 89; it should be noted that Clareno says he was present when

this episode took place.
s2"Blessed Francis used to say: 'It is necessary for every disciple of Christ to

look on Christ and his cross, and to be strengthened in spirit running after him by
the narrow gate and the hard way, and to be perfect not only outside love and
possession of all things which are under heaven, but forgetful of them, so that he
might pass over into the inheritance of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who humbled
himself and emptied himself, being made for us obedient unto death, and to death on
the cross"' (Expoitio 13 1; FA:ED III, 82 1).
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Ffere too we have the words, "Saint Francis used to so1r," with
which the sources frequendy introduce the saint's loghia.s'I do not think
that Clareno himself could have constructed such a loghion by drawing from
a well-known teaching of Francis-as one might easily object. He is faithful
in his use of the sources, and he is faithful to Francis himself. Francis's
admonitions to humility and forgetfulness of self and earthly things occur
very frequently in the Franciscan sources, and Clareno, rather than
constructing the source himself, would have found abundant material to use
for the purposes of his discourse in the sources themselves. I think instead
that, here too, we are looking at an already structured text, which Clareno
quotes in his commentary and whose source we do not know.

Text V is a special case, since it involves two texts joined together
by Clareno.ta The first is without parallel in the other sources, while the
second, also known from other sources, has a different wording in Clareno.5s
They cite for us a proph.ry of Francis on the evils that resulted from the
entrance of knowledge into the Order. Clareno seems to be following
"individual cedule or a body of material where the individual passages are
separated from one anoth€r,"56 as we can infer from the words "he used to
say," "and again."

The first passagesT is completely unknown in the other sources.
They contain the reference to sterility, with the commentary on 1 Samuel
2:5, where the sterile person is the good religious who edifies himself and
others by prayer and virtue. Thus the context is the same as in the text cited

s3See n. 37 above.
sasee fupositio 195.
stClareno frequendy organizes differendy material also shared by the other

sources.
s6ttFrate Leoner" 48.
sT"Knowing the future, he [Francis] used to say that there were now so

many in the religion who would willingly ascend to learning, that the one would be
blessed who became sterile for the love of God" (Expositio 195).
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by Clareno,ss and yet the wording is clearly different. Clareno cites the same
text in his Chronicle,se and it is also borrowed from t*re Chronicleby the editor
of the Vita, who cites it in chapter 20 of his work. All this simply confirms
our thesis that Clareno is borrowing this text from a specific source.

The second text cited by Clareno60 is also known to the other
sources, but it is arranged differently. It is divided up and cited in different

Asii Compilatian 103 Mirror of PerfectionTT
Because of this, blessed Francis used to Frequendy blessed Francis, therefore,
9ay about this passage: (lSm 2:5) The used to speak about this passage: (1 Sm
b.rl-rg" one has_given birth to many 2:5) The-barren one has-givei birth to
children and the mother of many many children and the n Jth"r of many
languishes:.the barren one_is the good languishes. "The barren one is the good,
religious rvho edifies himself and others simple, humble, poor and looked f,o*t
by his holy prayers and virtues. upon, the miserable and contemptible

religious who by holy prayers and virtues

ff #t'l1I;*ff:":*T;",";1",1r'""
Ms. Isidoriano (Documenta Antiqua Franciscana I, 92) follows a wording

similar to that of the Asii Carupilation t03. The editor of the Vita rcnders the MirroT
of P erfe ction 7 2 literully; see ch. 7 6, pp. 2 5 5 - 5 6.

seChronicle 49,l-5. This is the last part of a longer texr rhat cites a prophecy
of Francis. The rest of the text seems to re-echo in some of its parts the Jecond of
$e nvo_ logbia that form our Text V: "Knowing the future through the Holy Spirit,
he would say: 'With the pretext of preaching and edifting others, the brothers ihrll
abandon their vocation, that is, pure and holy simplicity,-holy prayer, humility, and
our T.ady Poverty. It will happen that, because they believe themselves inflamed with
the devotion and love of God, they will remain cold, empry of charity. And so they
will be unable to. return to their vocation, as they have wasted the time for living
according to their calling; and it is to be feared that what they seemed to have will be
taken away from them and they will find their bands ernpty on the doy of tibulation
[emphasis mine. The same text is contained in the ,4ssisi Compilation 41; r}re Mirror of
Perfection 69; 2 Celano 195; rhe Words of Conrad. 10,7). The people they think they
converted to the Lord through their preaching were actually converted to the Lord
by the prayers of the holy brothers in deserted places who weep over their own sins
and those of others. It has been given by Christ to true Lesser Brothers to know the
mystery of the kingdom of God, but to the rest to know only in parables"' (Chronicle
48,18-49,3; FA:ED III, pp. 408-09).

roa4rrd again [he used to say]: 'My brothers who are led by inquisitiveness
for knowledge, on the day of tribulation will find their hands empry. Since they
preached and knew that some were edified by that or converted to penance, they
become puffed up and praise themselves for the gain of another, because the ones
they think were edified by their words and converted to penance, the Lord edified
and converted by the prayers of the holy brothers, although they do not realize it,
because such is the will of the Lord, so that they should not grow proud over rhis"'
(Expositio 195; FA:ED III, 821).
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places. The first part6r is contained in the Assisi Compilation 47, the Mirror of
Perfection 69, 2 Celano 195,62 and the Words of Brother Conrad 10, 7. The
second part is found in the Assisi Compilation 103, the Mirror of Perfection 72,
Ms. Isidoriano, and in the Vita.63 Comparison of the texts shows Clareno's
faithfulness in citing his sources. This gives plausibility and grounds to the
suggestion that the other text cited by him-the first-is also borrowed
from a specific source, perhaps written.

In Text VI, as in the previous one, we are again faced with a rather
unusual text. In fact only part of it is known to us through other sources. It
is r loghioa whose origin Clareno reveals: it is a text of Brother Leo. It recalls
how Francis always exhorted his brothers by word and example to love the
highest poverty, rebuking them in everything that might cause them to
deviate from its pure observance. He would often say: "My brothers, I have
never been a thief, that is, of alms, which are the inheritance of the poor; I
always took less than my due, so that I might not defraud the other poor of
their portion, because whoever would do the contrary would be a thief."#

The second part of this text, corresponding to Francis's words on
alms, is also contained in the Assisi Compilation 15, the Mirror of Perfection 12,
Ms. Little 86, and in Ms. Isidoriano. Comparing the texts,65 we can see that
Clareno is faithful in citing his source. This fidelity on Clareno's part leads

us to believe that the first part of the text was also borrowed from a written
source (it says that "he writes") of which we have nothing except what he

himself cites.

Text VII, like the previous one, is a text borrowed from a written
source and attributed to Brot{rer Leo. It recalls how the saint taught the
brothers to have nothing besides lowly and cheap clothing: "And as pilgrims

awMy brothers who are led by inquisitiveness for knowledge, on the day of
tribulation will find their hands empty" (Ibid).

62Thomas of Celano gives a variant of some importance. He says "on the
day of reckoning" instead of "on the day of uibulation," as all the other sources say.

tsDocumenta Antiqaa Franciscanal, gl; Vita, ch.7 6, pp. 253-54.
r+<4rd Brother Leo wrote: 'Saint Francis always exhorted and encouraged

his brothers by word and example to love of the highest poverty and sharply rebuked
in them anything that deviated from its pure observance. And he frequendy said
these words to thl brothers: "My brothers, I have never been a thief, that is, of alms,

which are the inheritance of the poor; I always took less than my due, so that I might
not defraud the other poor of their portion, because whoever would do the contrary
would be a thief.'" (Expositio 109; FA:ED, 820).

65For IVk. Isidoriano, see Dorumenta Antiqua Franciscana I, 100. Clareo cites
this same text in his commentary on chapter VI of rhe Later Rule: see Expoitio 126;
this is Leonine text I, analyzed above.
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long for their homeland and those held in prison desire freedom, so the
poor of Christ and those who have sworn enmity to the world because of
Christ and his kingdom are all the more bound to desire pilgrimage away
from the prison of this world and the body."66

This text is situated in a context filled with references to the
sources, especially to the testimony of the saint's companions,6T from which
emerges, says Clareno, Francis's "true intention." It could also be a

summary citation of a longer text, but we are more inclined to believe that,
here too, Clareno is citing litera[y, since it is his practice to introduce a

literal citation by the words "he writes," as can be seen from what we have
said so far and from the analysis we did in another work of ours.68

Text VIII tells us how, at the time of Saint Francis, the brothers
who had gathered in fusisi for the general chapter-up to five thousand had
gathered, a reference to the Chapter of Mats-placed their breviaries in a

wooden box. When the time came to use them again they did not try to take
back the same one they had put there before, but took the first one they
happened to touch, even if it was in worse condition, which was more in
keeping with the poverty promised.6e

Clareno relates this episode after mentioning that, even though
Francis says in the Rule that the brothers may have breviaries,'o h. rules out
such use becoming ownership or personal appropriation.Tr

We find no reference to this incident in the other sources. Only the
Legend of tbe Tbree Cornpaniozs mentions that the first brothers kept nothing

aiaAord as Brother Leo wrote and other companions of the same Saint
testified, who survived manyyears after his passing from this life, in the desert of this
world he taught his brothers to have nothing besides lowly and cheap clothing. And
as pilgrims..." (Expoitio 65; FA:ED III, 818)

67See Expoitio 64-65. But Clareno also cites St. Bonaventure, LMi )OV, 3

and BrotherJohn of Celano. On the latter figure, see n. 6 above.
6sAccrocca, "Angelo Clareno e la Regolafrancescana."
6e"Now at the time of Saint Francis up to five thousand brothers gathered

at fusisi in a general chapter, and they placed the breviaries they used in a certain
cupboard or wooden box, and none of them took back the breviary he put in, but
took the first one his hand touched, even if more battered from use and one of the
poorer breviaries, especially exulting in that which v/as more in keeping with the
poverty promised" (Expoitio 82; FA:ED III, 819).

70See Expoitio 8l-82. Clareno cites LR IIl,2; see also ER III, 7.
71"...he wished the brothers to use such books as necessary for divine

worship or given by the faithfirl as if these were dedicated to the Lord out of
obedience and the command of the gospel Rule, without any ownership or
appropriation on the part of those using them" (Expontio 82).
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as their own, but used books and everything else in common, according to
the form of life handed down and observed by the apostles.T2 But this is
more an observation of a way of life generally practiced in the early days of
the fraternity, rather than a reference to a specific incident. Clareno, on the
other hand, is detailed and specific. He tells us the place, fusisi, and the
occasion, the general chapter; he mentions a wooden box in which the
breviaries were kept, and a specific action. All this can be explained only by a

reference on his part to a source, whether oral or written it is hard to say.

In fact Clareno is writing about a hundred years after the events he

relates and, like him, other brothers who were his contemporaries could
have known Francis's first companions. To invent such an item would have

been dangerous and involved the risk, by no means imaginary, of being
proven wrong. Thus we can suppose with a good deal of certainty that
Clareno is borrowing this episode from another source.

Text IX recalls the penance Francis inflicted on Brother Augustine,
still a novice, who allowed himself to be convinced by the pleas of a

merchant and took money from him, which he carried on a journey through
a pass where robbers were suspected.Ts

Clareno is speaking of Francis's desire that his brothers avoid all
contact with money, and how he kicked out of the Order those who would
not follow this wish, or else punished them severely if he saw that they were

truly repentant. fu evidence of this he first cites a saying of Francis that
money is nothing but the devil's snare or a poisonous serpent.T4 Therefore
he is citing three episodes. The first concerns the grave punishment inflicted
by Francis on the brother who picked up the money placed on the altar of
Saint Mrry of the Angels;7s the second is the one we arc analyzing; the third
is that of the money that was turned into a snake, recounted by Thomas of

72"Moreover, they did not appropriate anything as their own, but used

books or other iterns in commott ,""otdit g to tir" pitt"tt handed down and

observed by the aposdes" (L3C )(I, 43).
zla6rrd in the penance that he gave to Brother Arlgustine, t911 a novice,

because, convinced by rh" pleas of a certain merchant, he took money w]rich he then

carried on a journey through a pass where robbers were suspected" (Expositio 106;
FA:ED III, 820).

74"He used to say that to God's servants money is nothing but the devil's
snare and a poisonous snale" (Ibid). The same sa)nng is found in 2 Celano 68, and in
the Major Ligend.VII, 5, but with a slight difference:ln these two texts money is said

to be nothing but "a devil and a poisonous snake."
TsThe episode is also cited by 2 Celano 65, the ,4sii Compilation 27, and tJr'e

Mirror of Perfection 14.
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Celano and BonaventureT6 and from which he had already taken the sayrng
cited above.77

The episode of Brother Augustine is thus situated within a series of
recollections deeply rooted in the sources. All of them are found in Celano
and Bonaventure, as well as in the so-called unofEcial compilations such as
the Assisi Compilation and the Mirror of Perfeaion.

A first consideration immediately arises: Clareno did not need to
invent this episode, since the sources provided him with others that are
similar. From the very tone with which he speaks of it, it seems to be an
episode already known by those to whom he is speaking, since there is little
information about the person or placeTs and no indication of the type of
penance given. Such a manner of narration is really impossible to
understand unless the recipient already knew the episode in question, in
which case it would be enough to recall its essential points in general terms,
which is what Clareno does. While it is true that he hr, ,""orrnted the other
episodes in the same manner, those were familiar since they were cited by
various sources.

All of this casts a strong light of authenticity on Clareno,s account
and gives us reason to think that, here too, he is drawing from a specific
source that is unknown to us.

In Text X Clareno says that Francis gave Brother Masseo the same
a_nswer he gave to Brother Riccerio and to the minister who wanted to keep
the books he had, and to the novice who wanted to have a psalter.Te But
while the Franciscan sources unanimously testitz to the episodes of Brother
Riccerio, the minister and the novice,8o they say nothing about this reply of

762c 6g; LMivII, 5.
77Text V, n. 4 above.
78It could be Augustine of fusisi, the first minister of Terra di Lavoro,

mentioned in 2 Celano 218; III Celano 116; the Major Legend.)OV, 6; Bartholomew of
Pisa, Book of Conforrnities, in AF 'N 

, 290; 5 2 8. From the way in which he is spoken of,
he seems to be a well-known person. One such solution was already propoied by L.
Oliger, see Expoitio 106, n. 4.

7e"Now he answered with great fervor of spirit, according to what he
received from God, both to Brother Riccerio and to Brother Masseo and to the
minister wanting to have his permission to keep the books which he had, and to the
novice who asked him to have a psalter for spiritual comfort by his consent...',
(Expoitio 65; FA:ED III, 819).

80For the episode of Brother Riccerio, see the Asii Compilation l0l and the
Ar*:f of Perfection 2; for the episode of the minister, see the Asii Compilation 103,
the Mirror of Pgrfection 3, and Ms. Iidoriano (Docamenta Antiqua Franciscana I, 87)'.
The nucleus of this episode is found again in 2 Celano 62; ior the episode of the
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Francis to Brother Masseo. It is enough to recall that Clareno situates this

reference within a broader context of great authenticity (see the

considerations on Text IX1. Thus, unless we have an error on the part of
Clareno himself-this too is possible-what we have is another unpublished
salnng whose source we do not know.

Text )il tells how, in order that the brothers might follow his

example, the dying Francis said that, since the day he had been converted to
Chrisl and renounced the world, he had not looked at the face of any

woman, except his mother and Saint Clare.sr

Thomas of Celano also cites a similar saylng but says that it was a

kind of secret shared with a companion and not said when he was dying. He
is also silent as to the name of these women and, unlike Clareno, he does not
say in citing the words of Francis, "I have never looked at the face of any

woman," but, "Even if I looked at [her face], I would recognize only two."82

Thus Clareno borrows this episode from a different source than the

one from which Thomas drew.

3. Conclusions
Having reached this point, a question necessarily arises. Are we

dealing with several sources or only one, written or oral? fu we have tried to
show in the first part of this study in tnalyzing a corpus of Leonine texts,

Clareno had available his own sources, including written ones. In accord

with Clareno's indication ("he writes"), it is legitimate to refer to a written
source for Texts VI and VII. And Texts I and fV could also derive from a

novice, see the ,4sin Com.pilation 105, the Mirror of Perfeaion 4, Ms.-Iidariano
(Documenta Antiqua Francisiana 1,94), and Ms. Little 152; see also ,4sii Compilation

103.
8r"This is what Saint Francis said at his death, so that his brothers would

take an example from him: that, from the time that he had been converted to Christ
and renoutt."d th" world, he had not looked at the face of any woman, except his

mother and Saint Clare" (Expoitio 217).
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Expoitio
This is what Saint Francis said at his
death, so that his brothers would take an

example from him: that, from the time
that he had been converted to Christ
and renounced the world, he had not
looked at the face of any woman, except
his mother and Saint Clare.

2 Celano ll2
He once said to his companion: "I'll tell
you th9 truth, dear brother, I would not
recognize any woman if I looked at her
facef except for rwo. I know the face of
this one and that one, but any other, I do
not know."
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written source, since they are introduced by the words "blessed Francis used
to say," which we often find prefixed to saylngs of Saint Francis also
contained in other sources and for whose origin we can posit a common
written source. That is all we can say! The other texts can also very well
originate in an oral source.

I call these texts to the affention of scholars. They will be able to
confirm or refute my conclusions. In either case it will be a small but further
step toward a deeper knowledge of the Saint of fusisi who, now as in the
past, is capable of disturbing the consciences and projects of many, ,'freely

compelling them" to choose according to the form of the holy Gospel.

I make my own the words with which A. Marini concludes his
article, cited above (my conclusions obviously raise new questions): *What is
this source? What is its relationship to the famous documents senr by the
companions to Crescentius of Iesi in 1246? These are questions to which no
answer can be given but which certainly prompt us again to a deeper study
of the Franciscan sources, including those that at first glance seem to be of
very little interest."83

83La Vita,302; see n. 9 above.


